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REPLY COMMENTS OF VERIZON1
Verizon strongly supports the Commission’s commitment to protect consumers from onering scams.2 To achieve that goal, the Commission should expand service providers’ existing
blocking authority. For example, it should issue a safe harbor that covers explicitly any legal
calls that a service provider may inadvertently block via a carrier-initiated blocking program that
relies on reasonable analytics. And the Commission should continue to focus industry’s efforts
to implement STIR/SHAKEN in ways that will benefit consumers and restore trust in Caller ID;
that means rejecting T-Mobile’s misguided proposal to require gateway service providers to sign
calls at international gateways with “C” attestations.
I.

VERIZON AND OTHER VOICE SERVICE PROVIDERS ARE STOPPING ONERING SCAMS AND PROTECTING CONSUMERS FROM FRAUD.
To significantly reduce the chance that one-ring scams impact our customers, Verizon

continuously monitors its network for suspected one-ring scams using sophisticated analytics
tools developed by Verizon's network engineers and data provided by our analytics partner,
Transaction Network Services (TNS). Verizon’s algorithms hunt for suspicious calling patterns
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created by foreign calling parties seeking to take advantage of consumers with one-ring scams.
Within minutes of an active one-ring campaign being identified by network algorithms,
analytics, or customer feedback, subsequent incoming calls made by the scammer can be
blocked, so that our customers do not receive the solitary ring (which might elicit a return call in
response and subject the customer to international rate fraud).
Verizon also goes a step further to protect its customers from one-ring scams by
preventing customers that receive one-ring calls from calling back the international number that
was transmitted with the call. That prevents the customer from inadvertently incurring
international charges and prevents the fraudster from receiving a share of the revenue associated
with such call-backs. And for customers who nevertheless fall victim to the scams, Verizon
steps in when necessary to credit their account for inadvertently-incurred international charges.
II.

ESTABLISHING A SAFE HARBOR FOR NETWORK BLOCKING BASED ON
REASONABLE ANALYTICS WILL HELP PROTECT CONSUMERS FROM
ONE-RING AND OTHER ROBOCALL SCAMS
The Commission should craft its safe harbor policy to allow Verizon and other voice

service providers the flexibility needed to continue to evolve our fight against illegal one-ring
scams (as well as others) without forcing a choice between consumer protection and litigation
risk. The Commission should promote service provider programs that block calls reasonably
identified as illegal, across-the-board. It should do so by issuing a safe harbor that applies to
network-based blocking using reasonable analytics to identify illegal one-ring and other
fraudulent calls. An appropriately broad safe harbor for carrier-initiated blocking would help
service providers protect all of their customers, including ones who do not have access to
customer-facing opt-in or opt-out blocking services.
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III.

A “C” ATTESTATION MANDATE WOULD HARM CONSUMERS, UNDERCUT
AUTHENTICATION EFFORTS, AND DO NOTHING TO CURB
INTERNATIONALLY ORIGINATED ONE-RING SCAM CALLS
A single commenter, T-Mobile, vaguely asserts that imposing an obligation on

international gateway providers to append “C” attestations on all traffic entering the United
States from foreign service providers could help combat one-ring scams.3 It claims that
terminating providers could apply “more intensive scrutiny of calls handled by particular
gateway providers and international callers.”4 But T-Mobile is wrong. It ignores the extensive
record before the Commission establishing that numerous policy considerations militate against a
“C” attestation mandate.
As Verizon explained in its reply comments on the Commission’s March 2020 Report
and Order, requiring intermediate service providers to place “C” attestations on unsigned calls
would degrade the usefulness of all attestations, including ones used judiciously pursuant to
industry best practices that are under discussion; confuse and harm consumers, whose devices in
many cases cannot tell the difference between a “validation” derived from a “C” attestation
compared to an “A” or “B” attestation; add substantial complexity and costs to service providers’
STIR/SHAKEN implementations; and unnecessarily consume scarce bandwidth by placing
useless attestations to billions of unsigned calls that in many cases will simply be ignored by
terminating service providers.5
The great majority of commenters substantively engaging the “C” attestation issue
confirm that the purported benefits of a “C” attestation mandate are illusory, and that the harms
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are substantial. That includes various U.S.-based service providers,6 at least one foreign service
provider,7 multiple trade associations,8 multiple other parties such as analytics providers9 and a
leading standards-setting organization.10 T-Mobile does not even attempt any cost-benefit
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analysis weighing the purported benefits of its proposal against the unrebutted harms that
Verizon and others have identified.
***
Verizon appreciates the Commission’s continued focus on these critical issues for
reducing the impact of one-ring scams and illegal robocalls in general and looks forward to
working with staff and other stakeholders in this proceeding as STIR/SHAKEN is implemented
throughout the ecosystem.
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